
5 Stars Ha Long Tourist Yacht 

5 star Paradise Yacht Cruises on Halong Bay with its own journey, from Tuan Chau Island.
Ships bringing tourists to visit the bay and stop at Sung Sot Cave, the village of Cua Van
fishing; Vantien grotto ...

  

At stops, visitors can participate in outdoor activities: swimming kayaking, swimming, squid
fishing at night ... System yacht is owned by joint stock companies Yacht Five stars Tuan Chau
(Ha Long), Au Lac Group opened from mid-2008.

  

  

Paradise Yacht Cruises, including 5 in which three large yachts 17 cabins, two small yacht for
family or friends with a 3 cabin yacht. Each cabin width corresponding to the room from 16.2 to
24 m2 are nicely designed. 

Cabin decorated with natural materials like wood best quarter, silk, Taffeta, marble, porcelain,
crystal. The cabin is divided into three categories: Superior, Deluxe and Suites, with windows,
large balcony overlooking the ocean. Highest floor of the Yacht Bar is where to enjoy hundreds
of wines, sunbathing, reading, listening to music. 

On the yacht, guests experience the natural medium of Halong Bay, just have a choice of
interesting ways to relax as the hot stone spa, jacuzzi bath tub (Jacuzzi) with incense rose,
lavender ... In the morning, guests can catch the sunrise over the sea with Tai Chi exercises
under the guidance of experts. 

With the package, guests are served three meals on board: buffet lunch, dinner, breakfast
dishes Europe, Asia or the pure Vietnamese food, set menu dinner at the table eating. Guests
can eat in the room or eat outdoors. The meals are designed by 5 star chefs and the chef made
famous. Customers love Vietnam cuisine can "test" as the Vietnamese dishes, especially
seafood dishes nem. 

Program enjoy a tour of Ha Long Bay one night and 2 days 3 days 2 nights. Paradise Cruises
also offers a holiday program with seminars and weddings. The yacht is designed conference
rooms with conference equipment, projector ... Also, Paradise Cruises has special services:
5-star party night with candle light on thousands of caves, islands (Caving dinner). This service
party service from the company (cruise package), wedding or a romantic night for 2 people. 
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